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· lntroductfon 
.. . . 

.. Many parts ol the irorld are (..'.Ullght in a ric:ious dqm11rardi1 spiral: poor 
people are jhrced lo m•er11se environmental re.wjuri:es lo surrire Jiw11 dt~r 
to day and their impm·erishmenl <?{the em·imnment .fi1rther impm·erishes 
them. mukinv. their s111·1·irnl e1·er more di/lic11lt irnd 1111cel'luin. ·· (WCI-:!) • c. • • 

1987: chapter I. paragraph>) 

There has been a Cl}i11cidental correlation between the rate or 
ell\ irnnmcntal degradation and increasing poverty in the South. Soil 
cn;sion. deforestation and water depiction, among other things. is said to 
be caused by poverty and lo put in jeopardy the main livelihood or most 
rural people. In addition. the dependent nature of rural peopk on 
environmental resources makes them vulnerable even to minor climate 
changes. The bleak picture painted by environmental pessimists. who 
depict the unfolding or an enyironmental nightmare. forms the basis or the 
poverty-environment hypothesis. Environmental deterioration is seen as 
the result of the acts of millions of poor fonm:rs struggling li.>r sun irnl. 
eroding land by culling down trees for warmth and fuel and hy o\·eruse. 
thus leaving the landscape denuded. Countering these views arc those 
researchers sympathetic to the situation of' peasants and their cll\·ironmcnt. 
They shi Ii the blame from poor peasants to climate change and lo national 
and inkrnational economic policies. Furthermore. there has been a shill 
from the polemic or single factor explanations that blame either nature ur 
humans lo more integrated frameworks recognising the existence or 
patt~rned relationships between ~l im atic events. rural population dcnsitii:s 
and types or environmental degradation. 

In the minority view in development thinking a peopkd-centri:d bottom-up 
paradigm is still standing strong. It stresses parllctpation and 
decentralisation in contrast to top-down planning which still dominates 
development pi·acticc. 1 lowever. international organisations and national 
governments fortunately realise to some degree that rural people arc 
indispensable in the formulation or environmental policies because or their 
krnm"lcdge or the em·ironmcnt and because their Cl)-OpCration lllLISI he 
sl'licitcd for any polic: Lu succeed. !"he pm erty-em·ironment h:- pol hes is 
says that pm erly leads lO population gnm lh due !O the desire or ptHll" 
people to im-cst in more children as a source or economic and social 
security. A Malthusian spectre rollows the increase in populatilHl \\hereby 
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land fragmentation. depiction of soil fertility, wood. cutting and other 
hiophysic.:al n.:sourcc deterioration results in migration and colonisation or 
physica\l) marginal land. This in turn leads to a foll in food production. 
declining standards or li,·ing and hence pm·erty. Lack ol' access to 
altemati' e employment in urban areas results 111 rural people 
ll\ en.:xploiting their em·ironment in order tt' sun·i,·e. 

The multitude or hypotheses regarding the causes of land degradation and 
its relationship to pm·erty can be grouped into four: the classical. the 
1mlitical economist. the neoliberal. and the regional political ecolog) 
, ·ic\\ s. These ,·iews "'ill be stL.tdicd in relation to the po\'erty-em·ironment 
hypothesis. 

• 
The classical view 

The classical view is espoused by physical ecologists using neo
Malthusian analytical frameworks. They regard natural factors such as 
drought. excessive rainl~1ll or lloods. high temperatures and certain soil 
mechanisms as operating side by side witt1 human foctors that arc caused 
h> increasing population and poor management or land resources. As 
Kang\\ ~tr (I 982. quoted in Cham hers 198:1) explains: 

"Ma11ki11d today is faced with numy challenges, the biggest being 
from the pop11/atio11 explosion am/ poor resource nu11wgeme11t. " 

I Jc stresses good soil management as crucial to the survival or mankind. 
The population variable is seen as having a direct causal impact in 
activating the downward spirals of poverty and environmental 
degradation. It is assumed that economically. the poor arc forced to forgo 
long term investment in the natural resource base in fovour of a short-term 
preference. The classical view secs mounting demographic pressure on 
natural resources as the paramount factor that causes environmental 
decline and poverty (Ehrlich 197 L Eckholm 1976. Brown 1989. Ehrlich 
and Ehrlich 1990. 1 lofstad 1997). The carrying capacity of the earth is 
seen as linite and resource destruction results when too mai1y people 
intensiJ)· their efforts to extract rood and other needs. I lcnce as population 
increases. natural resources decrease. and this leads to migration and 
human resettlement changes. This in turn results in destruction or 
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biodiversity. The solution to environmental degradation 1s therefore 
simply control of population growth. 

Poverty is attributed to the characteristics or condition or poor peop.Jc. 
Parasites. diseases. malnutrition. insanitary conditions and poor housing 
arc regarded as proximate causes. The physical weakness interacts with 
other disadvantages to perpetuate poverty. Uncontrolled population growth 
and uncontrolled exploitation of resources. in this view. combine in a 
vicious circle: the more people there arc, the more they destroy the long 
term potential of fragile environments making the poor even poorer. 

The issue of appropriateness of resource management practices constitutes 
a strong causal explanatory factor under this view. Poor people arc 
accused of employing inefficient resource management systems and 
farming · practices that arc deleterious to the environment. This is due to · 
their lack of skills, illiteracy and fatalistic attitudes, and the use of out
moded tools. Poor management of the environment by these .. unskilled .. 
farmers leads to the destruction or the environment. which in turn reduces 
the output they can extract from it. This results in a falling standard of 
living and a self-generating poverty trap. 

The ncolibcral vie,\' 

The neoliberal view is based on the assumption that the best way of 
allocating natural resources is through the market. Ncoliberals advocate a 
shin of the role of the state from its traditional proactive role or promoting 
productive activities to one of providing only the necessary conditions for 
private business. The market is seen as a perfect instrument that allocates 
all resources in the most judicious manner. The ncoliberal view argues that 
competition necessarily leads to the appropriate management of resources. 
The removal of market distortions is a necessary and sufficient condition 
for environmental redemption (Aubynn 1997). Individuals. organisations 
and firms arc supposed to act rationally in their resource usage in order to 
remain in competition and in existence. These well-fum:tioning markets 
arc said to be absent or distorted in developing countries where 
governments arc interfering with them and where· common property land 
tenure systems exist. Communal tenure is treated as an obstacle to 
technical progress. Agricultural intensification, it is argued. cannot take 
place outside private property. Environmental degradation in the tropics .is 
attributed to faulty incentive systems affecting economic and demographic 
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behaviour centred on the use of common property resources (Hardin 1968) 
and to "'irrational traditional'' land use decisions of small producers. 

J\ reduction of the role of governments in influencing the market, the 
liberalisation of trade and privatisation schemes have been suggested as 
remedies to underdevelopment and hence environmental deterioration. The 
introduction of Structural Adjustment Programmes (SJ\P) all over the 
South and Eastern Europe has been seen as necessary in removing 
dirigisme and infusing efficiency by allowing markets ·'to set prices right". 
Economic growth resulting from SAP was also supposed to benefit the 
economies socially and environmentally. The above objective was born 
out of the assumption of the· operation of the environmental Kuznets 
hypothesis. This hypothesis examines the relationship between 
environmental degradation and income per capita, which takes a U-shape. 
It is argued that ·at the initial stages of economic development, growth in 
income is accompanied by inevitable negative environmental 
consequences due to intensive quantitative expansion of resource 
extraction (J\ubynn J 997). The situation is thought to change after a while 
when environmental awareness. techno_logy developments, and structural 
changes emerge. with sustained economic growth resulting in a lcvelling
off and a gradual decline in environmental degradation (Dasgupta and 
Mater 1996). 

The political economy view 

Political economists sec rural poverty as a consequence of processes that 
concentrate wealth and power. They agree that poverty is to be understood 
primarily in terms of economic forces, social relations, property rights and 
power (Kuricn 1978, in Chambers 1983). This conceptualisation of 
poverty reveals the view that poverty is essentially a social phenomenon 
and only secondarily a material or physical one. 

' The neo-Marxist dependency perspective is resorted to when explaining 
the process of wealth concentration. Internationally. the richer countries 
control trade and make poor countries poorer by exploiting them. They use 
mechanisms such as unequal exchange. monopoly over a range of 
resources (institutional and material) and repatriation of profits from 
capital investments. Within countries or internally, the ruling classes and 
other categories of the bourgeoisie exploit the lower classes through shifts 
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tn rural-urban terms of' trade and investment in urban industries and 
sen· ices. And within rural areas thcmseh·cs. the local cl itc - land O\\ ners. 
merchants. moneylenders and bureaucrats - consolidate their po\\er and 
wealth. A scenario is created whereby the local cl ite drain resources from 
rural environments. which in turn arc shared by the urban bourgeoisie. 
1 ligher up the ladder. monopoly capitalism directs resoum.:s rwm poor 
countries through unequal exchange and capital in\'l.:stment to rich 
countries. Two important processes aid in the above scenario: technology 
and commercialisation. Capital intensive technology subsidised through 
foreign aid. overvalued exchange rates and direct gO\·ernment support is 
accessible to only those who already command credit and land (Frank 
1969. Chambers 1983. Amin 1997). 

Commercialisation, on the other hand. introduces products that out
competc rural products, thereby stiOing local industry. Both concentrate 
wealth and create inequality. which in turn destroys the social system or 
egalitarian communal life. l lessclbcrg ascribes the \\Orsening or Ji,·ing 
standards for a part or 13otS\\ ana. S population in th<.: 1980s lo destruction 
o r the social system or subsistence for the purpose or integrating th<.: 
country into the global market economy (I less<.: Iberg 1985 ). 

The rural poor lose in these processes. as lov-.: international pric<.:s for 
products or their countries reflect the '°'" prices internally for rural 
produce. £ ,()W prices 01' agricultural products coupled With rising prices of 
agricultural inputs create poverty and concentrate wealth in the hands or 
the powerful. The local elite and some urban bourgeoisie buy or 
appropriate the best lands or common resources. make labourers out or the 
original peasant population and suppress wages. This makes the poor 
poorer and rural families become impoverished and isolated without the 
capacity to improve the lands they use. 

External factors arc seen as the most crucial in this perspective. as they 
alter production systems that in turn induce cn\'ironmental decline 
(Murdoch 1980. Smith and o·Keclc 1980: quoted in Lckholm and Bn)\\ n 
1977). These factors. which take the form or inappropriate and exploitati\'C 
technology and poor prices or traded items. account for the em·ironmental 
decline being experienced in these regions. Governments in the South arc 
forced to emphasize export production for the global market and 
encourage international corporations into their countries. A consequence is 
the use of Western technology that is often not made for tropical 
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cm·irnnmcnts. lhcsc ~nappropriatc inanagcmcnt practices and 
technologies arc said to 1:csuh in environmental destruction. Altcrnati,·dy 
,·ic\vcd. the c.xccssi' c demands in the Dcvc1opcd World for 
environmentally destructi,·e commodities arc blamed for the deterioration 
or the em·inmmcnt (Nations · and Komer 1983: quoted in Boyo 1997. 
Myers 1989). 

The regional political ecology view 

The regional political ecology concept emerged in response to the 
objective or prm·idin.g an integrated analysis of the man-environment 
relationships through the integration of hoth physical/human ecology and 
political economy. Regional political ecology recognises multiple 
causation. multiple objectives and multiple interventions. Blaikic ( 1985) 
and Blaikic and Brook ticld ( 1987) fomrnlated the Regional Political 
h.:ology Framework. This framework is.inlluenccd by Marxist concepts of 
tkpcndcnc) and marginalisitti"on as well as by human ecology 
pcrspccti,·cs. The framc\\ork examines the interacting roles that social 
institutilms al 'arim1s gcngraphical k,·cls play in creating constraints and 
possihilitics affecting human dccisinns that in turn affect those institutions 
as "ell as the natural em·ironmcnt (Stonich J 993 ). Stonich ( 1993) 
summarises the essential clements of the approach as ltllhms: 

• Political ecology combines the concerns of ecology and political 
economy. thus integrating human and physical approaches to 
cn\'ironmental destruction. 

• Analysis folkms a .. chain of explanation .. through different lcYcls 
of examination analysis. beginning with the decisions of local land 
managers (such as farmers). the interrelation among local 
managers and other groups in Sl)cicty which affect local land 
management. as \\ell as the roles of the state and the \\'orld 
economy. 

• Because political economy insinuates the analysis or structures 
"hich arc C:\tcrnal to local groups and \\hich a ffect options and 
decisions. considerable attention is flKused on the \\·ays in which 
international capitalism and the stale affect nat ural resources and 
local people. 
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The approach also emphasises both place-based and non-place-based 
analysis. There is a need to study the physical manifestation or the 
problem of land degradation in a place-based analysis. Such a study is 
location specific and conjunctural because it 1) reveals physical symptoms 
and physiographic variables; 2) directs concern to other places where there 
is no degradation, but where processes of displacement or land users is 
causing degradation at another site; 3) shows other places that feel the 
effect of soil erosion downstream in the form of deposition and floods 
(Blaikie 1985). 

Non-place-based analysis involves networks of economic and political 
relations acting directly and indirectly upon land users and the 
environment. Social factors arc expressed in land-use patterns, the spatial 
patterns of agricultural technology and other more complex .. cco-class .. 
relationships (spatial marginalisation and marginalisation in weaker 
groups). They arc also the political-economic structures within which 
land-use decisions are made (Blaikic 1985). 

The theoretical approach in sum seeks to investigate why the decisions or 
land managers sometimes cause environmental deterioration, subverting 
their own livelihoods. Regional political ecology, like the political 
economy analysis, docs recognise the fact that poor people engage in 
practices that degrade the environment, but stops short of putting the 
blame on them. Blaikie and Brookfield (1987) explain that both the 
processes of development and underdevelopment can lead to soil erosion. 
Land degradation can undermine and frustrate economic development. just 
as low levels of economic development can have a strong causal impact on 
the incidence of land degradation. Blaikie (1985) describes the reciprocal 
link as the desperate ecocide of the poor: small producers who cause soi I 
erosion because they arc poor and desperate and whose problematic 
condition soil erosion in turn exacerbates. 

"They /the poor/ m"y be forced to destroy their own environment 
in attempts to' delay their own destruction." (quoted in Durning 
1989: p 23) 

The eco-demographic concept of the regional political ecology framework 
outlines how core-periphery relations and capitalism lead to land tenure 
changes that cause the marginalisation or peasants through displacement 
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into fragile ecosystems. O'Brien ( 1995 ), in her studies of deforestation and 
climate change in Selva 1.acandona, Mexico. states that ··common causal 
explanation ol' deforestation such as timber extraction. peasant 
colonisation and agricultural and livestock expansion. although overt 
causes. do little to truly explain the process of deforestation. Rather. one 
must consider economic. social and political relations that have made the 
Selva I .acandona a focus or land speculations. a source for rapid capital 
accumulation. a refuge for displaced and disempowered people. a political 
safety valve for concessionary agrarian policies, a base for a revolutionary 
movement and a spotlight for national and international conservation 
struggles" (O'Brien 1995: p 43). 

l"hese entitlements arc governed by political and economic powers at the 
local lcYel and define the rules or leg itimacy of each household (Vessa
Matti 1991 ). Shins in entitlement often cause the degradation or land and 
human resources (Krokfors 1991). In Krokfors· model. had income 
opportunities. ltm societal capabilities and low physical capabilities of the 
land all contribute to a decreas ing land capability (degradation). which in 
turn is closely related to increased poverty. Simply put, the lower the 
ability of people to increase their standards of living through cultivation 
and other income sources. the lower the capability of the institutions in 
society to provide the necessary conditions for production, and the lower 
the resilience and quantity of the resource base. the higher the risk of 
reso urce d~gradation. 

The main notion expressed here is that small producers are displaced to 
less fertile or environmentally more vulnerable locations because of land 
expropriations by the state or by large agricultural business companies. 
Small producers arc placed in a position where they may be forced to 
U\'\:r-explo it a scarce resource in order to surv ive (Blaikic 1985. Grainger 
1992). Stonich ( 1993) asserts that inequality in access to land and the 
im estment patterns of large landowners. neither of which depends on 
pupulation pressure. an; at the core of widespread environmental 
destruction in the I londuras. The Tribal Grazing I ,and Policy (TGLP) in 
Botswana. which favours large cattle owners, has been characterised as a 
land grab. the taking away o f large grazing areas traditionally used by 
small farmers (llcsselberg 1993). 



Varying entitlements to land and other resosurces depend on different access 
qualification (Sen 1989) 
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Synthesis and discussion 

The various development perspectives discussed above present a major 
opinion on the poverty-environment hypothesis: poverty is forcing poor 
people to degrade their environment. which in turn makes them poorer. 
The views vary a great deal in explaining that outcome in terms of the 
solutions proposed and the weights assigned to variables such as 
population growth. government policies. free markets. institutions and 
technology. Over the past decade views on development prohlcms from 
different camps han: begun to com·ergc. Shl)\\ ing the importance o!' 
integrative and multidisciplinary studies. v.'hich the World Bank. the IMI· 
and the United Nations haH: been sponsoring and promoting. 

From the views outlined above one can identify two main lines of thought: 

I) The extent of and -solutions to the problems or land degradation arc 
well known. The problem is to get people to implement these 
solutions (the classic and neoliberal views). 

2) The nature and extent of land degradation arc imperfectly 
understood. Local people often reject (western) consen·ation 
technologies for good reasons. and in fact. often adopt their mvn 
individual and collective approaches to sustainable livelihood 
practices (the political economy and regional political ecology 
views) 

The Brundtland Commission·s report or the pmcrt) emirunmcnt 
hypothesis sought to integrate explanations from the political crnnom is ts 
and the neoli hcrals. It is therefore difficult to identi I) a L !car-cut focus 0 r 
the hypothesis both on problem identification and on institutional 
prescription. One realises that among the hosts of prescriptions adrncatcd 
by the UN. those. actually being executed belong to the ncoliberal ideas of 
the World Bank and the IMF. This trend can be explained in the light or 
financial capability. These international finance institutions only pnn-ide 
funds to support policies they consider germane to their cherished path or 
development of liberalised markets. Poverty alleviation and em·irnnmental 
projects have, contrary to original intentions. enriched project officers, 
increased income inequalities an<l l'm1her .distorted markets. Pm·erty 
alleviation programs have also bcwmc rH'l itical l\)nls for winning 
elections and for achieving other political gnals in poor rnuntrics (Stokke 



1995). I la\T "'e seen a lkclim: in land degradation in n.:sponse to n:duccd 
ptn-crty'> Against popular expectation the trend or land degradation 
continues unabated. 

I ltm:ever. it shou ld be noted that the views under each perspective have 
hcen modified over the years. The point or departure of' the various 
perspectin:s is assessed by looking at the most important Yariablcs that 
ha,·e heen used in explaining pm erty. land degradation and dc,·clopnKnt 
problems in the South. 

Population growth 

The classic and the neoliberal views start on the premise that rapid 
population growth is inimical to crnnom ic deYclopment. and that physical 
conditions of a place interact with increasing population to cause 
em·irnnmental decline. /\. large and increasing population that is 
predominantly agrarian and is sustained by a fragile ecosystem. as pertains 
in sub-Saharan Africa, easily over-mines the resources available. The 
pressure or population can raise agricultural demand. leading in turn to the 
abuse or marginal land and other natural resources (World Bank 1991 ). 
Population growth is both cause and effect of environmental problems. 
Population growth is said to cause land degradation. which results in 
poYerty. Poverty in turn prevents people from sustainable management or 
natural resources. 

The political economists and regional political ecologists sec other 
lilctors as ha,·ing mcrriding inllucnce on population growth. Population 
gnm th is not seen as ha Ying played a major role in the generation or 
poverty and resource degradation. Population growth is rather 
hypothesized as eventually having good environmental consequences as it 
brings about technological development and improvement in managerial 
skills. There has however been a change in this view as some autho rs 
under this umbrella now recognise the potential danger that population 
growth poses to the environment and development. However. they still 
maintain that if other factors were to function well. the population variable 
mmld not be a major problem (Blaikie I 989. O'Brien I 995). 



The role of market forces and the state 

The classic view ascribes an important role to the state. Land and water 
conservation programmes were the main priorities of states at the 
beginning of the century through to the 1970s. Capitalist planning 
constituted the main development strategy as opposed to free market 
policies. 

The ncolibcral view mainly advocates free markets and a reduction in the 
role of governments in productive acti,·itics. Environmental degradation is 
attributed to faulty incentive systems affecting economic and demographic 
behaviour based on the use of common property resources. Inappropriate 
and excessive government interventions in markets and incompetent. 
inefficient and corrupt state bureaucracies all contribute to the state of 
povc11y and environmental degradation. 

Political economists and regional political ecologists blame both the role 
of governments and free markets for the environmental and development 
problems in the South. The incorporation of pre-capitalist societies into the 
world market created constraints upon local people, which made them to 
take decisions that degraded their environment. Growing inequality and 
socio-economic differentiation within peasant communities and in their 
relationships with traders and state agencies results in the impoverishment 
of small farmers. and this in turn forces the poor to over-exploit their 
environment (Blaikk and Brooklicld 1987). The socio-politico-economic 
repercussions or the expansion or capitalism ha\'c hee.n commercialisation. 
appropriation of lands ror conser,·ation and pri\'ate eQterprises. 
introduction of inappropriate technology. misuse of technology and the 
.. evils" of structural adjustment. These processes shape the land use 
decisions and survival strategics of the people. h·en though the state is 
seen as not doing enough to bring about development or actually being 
blamed for mismanagement of the economics. the ultimate answer to these 
problems is seen as coming from the state. Recent post-modernists think 
the answer will come from social movements that will modify 
governments' role tQ make it a more pro-people centred one. 
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.Local resource management 

The classic and ncolibcral views blame resource degradation on the 
management practices and communal tenure system prevalent in rural 
soc1ct1es. The communal tenure system is said to cause resource 
degradation. as every member of a community looks at the net benefit of 
employing more resources rather than considering the ultimate danger it 
poses to the "lwlc community (Ilardin 1968). Unchanging methods such 
as shifting cultivation, bush fallowing and grazing techniques in the face 
of growing populations result in resource degradation. 

Ncolibcrals now agree that resource management practices of the poor arc 
sustainable, but add that the pressure of population on resources makes 
such practices untenable. Hence the need to adopt modern technology 
from advanced nations and to change from communal tenure systems to 
private ownership. The World Bank's World Development Report 1992 
accepts that people and institutions are rational and reasonable in their 
behaviour when people's objectives and knowledge and the structures 
within which they make their decisions are taken into account. 

Political economists and regional political ecologists defend the 
farming systems and resource tenure systems that have been blamed by the 
classic and neolibcral views. The agricultural systems practised have been 
proven to be more sustainable than imported systems. Local people often 
reject conservation technologies for good reasons, and adopt their own 
individual and collective approaches that in the past have resulted in 
sustainable livelihood practices (Chambers 1983). Degradation has been 
fo und to be prevalent on both common and private property. This negates 
the assumption of rational resource utilisation under private property. In 
addition, Africa's communal land tenure systems provide a social security 
net for all members of families who own land. Evidence shows that 
traditional tenure systems are not fixed but change in response to changes 
in socio-economic conditions (Amanor 1999, 2005). 

The role of poverty 

The classic view implicitly argues that po,·crty leads to land degradation. 
Population growth and poor resource management result in land 
degradation. which erodes the livel.ihood or the people, making them ., 



destroy environmental resoun.:cs. The neoliberal view argues oprnly that 
environmental challenges stem directly from poverty. Increasing 
impoverishment and lack of' other altcrnati\'CS force a S\\'Clling. number or 
poor and landless people to put unprecedented pressures on the natural 
resource hasc in their strugg le to sun·i\'e. Past resource lkgradation is said 
to deepen today ·s po\erty. "'hilc trn..lay ·s pon:rty makes it \Cr~ hard to 
cater for or restore the agri cultural resource base. to lind alternau , ·es to 
delt)f'estation. to prc,·cnt desertification. to control erosion or to rep lenish 
soil nutrients. l·:xtrcmc povcrt) lorccs people to migrate to marginal lands. 

Political economists concentrate mostly on the tricklc-do\\n elk cts oi' 
larger processes on rural people ' s actions. I he political economi sts sec 
rural poverty as a consequence or processes which concentrate ''ea Ith and 
pmvcr. Nev\· economic forces. social relations. property rights and pcrncr 
patterns emerge which arc characterised by production for export. 
exploitation at ail \eve ls. profit-making motives. misuse or technology and 
environmental destruction. The above characteristics. in addition to 
unequal exchange. monopoly by advanced nations over a range or 
resources and repatriation of profits by foreign firms. eventually 
impo,·erish these nations and throw them into an undcrdc\ elopment trap. 
The exploitation or rural people makes them poor and forces them to adopt 
survival strategics that destroy the cm·ironmcnt. I he) arc thus 
executioners of the final task dictated by external and internal factors. 

Regional political ecologists explicitly acknowledge the consequences or 
the activities or poor people on the environment. Blaikic ( 1985) blames the 
land use patterns ot' poor peasants for the soil erosion in rural Nepa l. Sen 
( 1981) relates the r1·:gradation process to a loss of the ability to access 
resources in an environmentally friendly way. Low incomes and access 
pr ·1 lcms dictated by economic ~ 11d social processes. which arc results of 
capitalisms' expansion. lead to land degradation. The poor arc said to 
destroy their main livelihood in order to delay their own destruction. The 
poor do not wilfully degrade the environment, but lack the resources to. 
avoid degrading their environment. Lack of assets and productive 
resources, and vulnerability to both slow and gradual and sudden and 
catastrophic entitlement declines. arc said to result in poor resource 
management. 
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Solutions to poverty and land degradation 

T he cla ssic view proposes a control of population through educational 
campaigns and avai lability of contraceptives, technology transfer. 
stringent and ex tensive land and water conservation programs. as pott:nt 
solutions to poverty and land degradation. 

Ncolibcra ls argue that the way out of the vicious circle of povcrt) lies in 
reducing poverty through agricultural growth, promoted by a reliance on 
farmers· responses to marked incentives (World Bank 1990: quoted in 
Biot ct al. 1992). They propose an economic approach to the environment. 
including the evolution of property rights and contractual arrangement. as 
well as appropriate and bureaucratic regulation, market support. a 
curtailment of the role of governments in influencing the market the 
li hcralisation of trade and privatisation schemes. However; they do not 
pro,·ide enough insight into how the state can perform necessary functions 
when the idea is that it should minimize its overall role. 

To the political economists solving the underdevelopment conundrum has 
to do with ens.uring fair international trade, stopping exploitation by all 
categories. removing inequalities from society, and changing the 
glohalisation contours that arc encouraging monopoly. The state is seen as 
an enemy in the dc vclnpment process and at the same time as the 
institution that should carry out the egalitarian reforms being suggested. 
Development is seen in the same light as the classic view where societies 
move from a lower leve l I primiti\'e stage to a higher I technological stage. 

Regional political ecologists advocate that different solutions be resorted 
to in different socio-political situations. Broadly, they advocate that 
development should be from within and must follow a bottom-up approach 
involving land users . governments. non-governmental organisations and 
donors. Imposition of development strategics from donor agencies is 
criticised, but technology development and other lessons from developed 
countries arc seen as offering leaprrog jump possibilities. Rclorms in 
institutions that create room fo r social and economic incentives that reduce 
poverty and promote environmental sustainability arc advocated. 
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Conclusion 

This review has shown that although the various perspectives presented 
have a common view on poverty's negative impact on the environment at 
a general level, there are important differences when it comes to the 
explanation for both poverty and land degradation. The emphasis the 
Brundtland report placed on poverty in the overall explanation of 
environmental deterioration is not tenable. Today there is an agreement 
that poverty impacts negatively on the environment in certain places, at 
certain times and regarding certain issues. Poverty was not and is not the 
main explanation for global or national environmental problems. Most, if 
not all, regional and local ecological degradation also has external causes. 
The perspectives discussed in this review clearly show a disagreement on 
the main explanations and on the emphasis on either internal or external 
forces. This is very well brought out in the presentation of the ideas 
regarding how to solve environmental problems. 
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